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WHO Child Growth Standards: Head Circumference-for-age, Arm Circumference-for-age, Triceps Skinfold-for-age and Subscapular Skinfold-for-ageWorld Health Organization, 2007

	A comprehensive review of the uses and interpretation of anthropometric references undertaken by WHO in the early 1990s concluded that new growth curves were needed to replace the existing international reference.

	

	To develop new standards, a multi-country study was carried out to collect primary growth data and related...
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Algorithms and Data Structures: 12th International Symposium, WADS 2011, New York, NY, USA, August 15-17, 2011, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th Algorithms and Data Structures Symposium, WADS 2011, held in New York, NY, USA, in August 2011.

	The Algorithms and Data Structures Symposium - WADS (formerly "Workshop on Algorithms and Data Structures") is intended as a forum for researchers in the area of design...
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Emerging Technologies in Wireless LANs: Theory, Design, and Deployment (Cambridge Concise Histories)Cambridge University Press, 2007
"Over the past 20 years, wireless LANS have grown from technical curiosity to a mainstream technology widely installed across residential, enterprise, and even municipal networks. The mobility and convenience of wireless has been augmented by the advanced throughput and range performance available in today's products, extending the reach of...
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Malicious Bots: An Inside Look into the Cyber-Criminal Underground of the InternetAuerbach Publications, 2008
Originally designed to sabotage or annihilate websites, computerized “Bots” are increasingly used in mass spamming events, fraud, extortion, identity theft, and software theft. Focusing on the malicious use of bots and bot herder means and motivations, Malicious Bots provides a much needed a resource for understanding...
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Rule-Based Reasoning, Programming, and Applications: 5th International Symposium, RuleML 2011Springer, 2011

	The 5th International Symposium on Rules: Research Based and Industry Focused (RuleML-2011@IJCAI), collocated in Barcelona, Spain, with the 22nd International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, was the premier place to meet and to exchange ideas from all fields of rule technology. The aim of RuleML-2011 was to build a bridge between...
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Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
INTERACTION DESIGN: BEYOND HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION is an up-to-date exposition of the design of the current and next generation interactive technologies, such as the Web, mobiles, and wearables. These exciting new technologies bring additional challenges for designers and developers-challenges that require careful thought and...
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Logical Foundations of Computer Science: International Symposium, LFCS 2007Springer, 2007

	The Symposium on Logical Foundations of Computer Science series provides a forum for the fast-growing body of work in the logical foundations of computer science, e.g., those areas of fundamental theoretical logic related to computer science. The LFCS series began with “Logic at Botik,” Pereslavl-Zalessky, 1989, which was...
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Building Your Business with Google For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Partner up with Google and watch your business boom!
Find out how to score high in searches, use AdWords, and connect with customers     

Google – what a magnificent, two-headed creature! On one side are searching customers; on the other, business owners like you. This book helps bring both together to live happily ever after....
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Likeable Social Media: How to Delight Your Customers, Create an Irresistible Brand, and Be Generally Amazing on Facebook (And Other Social Networks)McGraw-Hill, 2011

	THE NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER!


	The secret to successful word-of-mouth marketing on the social web is easy: BE LIKEABLE.


	A friend's recommendation is more powerful than any advertisement. In the world of Facebook, Twitter, and beyond, that recommendation can travel farther and...
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Dictionary of Industrial TermsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This is the most comprehensive dictionary of maintenance and reliability terms ever compiled, covering the process, manufacturing, and other related industries, every major area of engineering used in industry, and more. The over 15,000 entries are all alphabetically arranged and include special features to encourage usage and understanding....
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Lonely Planet Finland (Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	#1 best-selling guide to Finland* 


	Lonely Planet Finland is your passport to all the most relevant and up-to-date advice on what to see, what to skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Hike the striking terrain of Karhunkierros, browse various design shops in Helsinki, or glide down the slopes in a sled pulled by...
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Wind and Solar Power SystemsCRC Press, 1999
- K.G. Craig, Journal of Environmental Quality, 2006

Throughout the text, it is abundantly clear the author is a knowledgeable engineer with considerable experience in the diverse sciences and technologies that provide the foundations of wind and photovoltaic power generation. It is also obvious that he is an experienced teacher, because...
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